**Bishops Ask U. S. to End Its Silence on Bitter Persecution in Mexico**

Mexico no minister of religion is the facts were known its conduct savage penalties, what an atheistic are silent but convincing evidences to a policy whereby all religion, and November, declared: 'What we have the statement says, "does not per­

**APPLICATION OF WLWL REFUSED**

Radio Commission Fails to Grant More Hours.

Radio stations are in their present dress is lighter and more

**CATHOLICS IN U. S. INCREASE 200,459 in YEAR**

Total Population Put at 20,923,055 in New Issue of Census.

63,845 Converts Made During the Year by Bishop McDonnell.

**NAME LOCAL MAN TO RELIEF BOARD**

Joseph A. McNamara Is Assistant to Di­

**RELIEF ASSISTANT**

**FOR GIBLS**

**OFFICIAL NOTICE**

**GOVERNOR'S ACTION**

Vetoed the bill because it is against "the public policy of the State."